Naphthalenes as inhibitors of myeloperoxidase: direct and indirect mechanisms of inhibition.
Control of myeloperoxidase (MPO) may be an important consideration in disorders where excessive PMN elastase activity is a significant factor. There are, however, two mechanisms for the apparent regulation of MPO: 1) inhibit the enzyme directly, and ii) prevent the ensuing HOC1 induced oxidation by using a surrogate reducing agent. Appropriate methodology has been devised to distinguish true MPO inhibitors. With the exception of NaN3, many MPO inhibitors fall into the latter category and do not actually regulate the enzyme. Several potent organic inhibitors have been discovered, which, because of their structural selectivity, appear to associate specifically with a binding site on the enzyme, rather than attaching indiscriminately to a hydrophobic domain. By controlling the enzyme, these compounds protect alpha-1-PI from MPO induced damage, and could serve better than antioxidants to define the role of MPO in elastase induced injury.